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Better than a thousand words 
Botanical artists blend science and aesthetics 

n May 1988, the month of her 
79th birthday, botanical artist 
and self-trained botanist Marga- 

ret Mee set out on a journey up the 
Amazon River in Brazil. Her goal: to 
find and paint the short-lived flowers 
of a night-blooming epiphytic cactus 
known as the "moonflower" (Seleni- 
cereus wittii). Mee did indeed track 
down her elusive quarry, which she 
painted at night by the dim illumina- 
tion of a flashlight to prevent the sen- 
sitive flowers from fading and closing. 

The trek was the last of a series of 
arduous and often danger-filled ad- 
ventures that Mee undertook to docu- 
ment the botanical splendors of the 
Amazon rain forest. She recorded 
her observations in stunning botani- 
cal drawings and paintings as well as 
written diaries. Her paintings, ren- 
dered in gouache (a type of water- 
color), are remarkable for their com- 
bination of delicate beauty and 
technical accuracy and for the keen 
love of nature that they convey. 

The qualities of artistic appeal and 
technical accuracy seen in Mee's 
work are the defining characteristics 
of the best botanical art and illustra- 
tion. This genre encompasses works 
ranging from highly technical scien- 
tific drawings, to illustrations for 
books on horticulture, to paintings 
made simply for the sake of beauty. 
The term "botanical illustration" is 
sometimes used to denote the more 
technical scientific illustrations 
within the larger genre of botanical 
art, but the distinction between bo- 
tanical art and botanical illustration 
can be blurry. One thing is clear, 
however: All these works share an 
emphasis on careful observation and 
accurate rendering of botanical sub- 

jects so that the image is clearly "read- 
able" by the viewer. By contrast, 
depictions of flowers in which real- 
ism takes a back seat to aesthetics- 
such as paintings by Claude Monet 
or Georgia O'Keeffe-are not gener- 
ally classified as botanical art. 

"If you're not using observation 
and accuracy in your work, then 
you're not a botanical artist," ex- 
plains Michelle Meyer, a botanical 
artist specializing in orchids and 
president of the American Society of 
Botanical Artists. Botanical art, she 
says, is "art in the service of science." 
Indeed, Alice Tangerini, staff illustra- 
tor for the botany department at the 
Smithsonian's National Museum of 
Natural History (NMNH) says, "one 
of the ways that somebody distin- 
guished botanical art from fine art is 
that botanical art had to be recognized 
at least to genus, if not to species." 

But beauty need not suffer in the 
pursuit of science. Indeed, Meyer 
notes, the botanical artist's objective 
is "to in some way bring the beauty 
of the plant into that drawing and 
painting." And even the most techni- 
cal illustrations of plants can be lovely 
to look at. "To be a true scientific 
drawing it has to be accurate...but 
that doesn't mean that it's not a 
beautiful piece of work that people 
put on their wall," asserts Mindy 
Lighthipe, a botanical artist and co- 
ordinator of the botanical art and 
illustration program at the New York 
Botanical Garden. 

A brief history 
For centuries, botanists, physicians, 
and pharmacists have used pictures 
to identify, analyze, and classify 
plants. "Perhaps more than any other 
scientific discipline botany has been 

dependent on illustrations for its de- 
velopment," Gill Saunders, a cura- 
tor at London's Victoria and Albert 
Museum, wrote in her book Pictur- 
ing Plants: An Analytical History of 
Botanical Illustration. She went on, 
"The illustrations stand for the thing 
itself, which is ephemeral, fragile, 
and often unable to survive removal 
from its original environment." Plant 
collectors, gardeners, and amateur 
nature lovers too have turned to pic- 
tures of plants for information as 
well as enjoyment. 

The history of botanical art as a 
source of accurate and useful informa- 
tion about plants is generally consid- 
ered to have begun in classical times, 
with the publication of the first known 
herbals-books describing the me- 
dicinal properties of plants. Although 
herbals continued to be produced 
for many centuries, the accuracy of 
their images degenerated as artists 
turned to copying earlier illustra- 
tions instead of working from actual 
specimens. It was not until the Renais- 
sance, and the resurgence of natural- 
ism, that herbals once again included 
accurate representations of plants 
drawn from nature. The art of real- 
istic flower painting and illustrating 
revived and expanded during this 
period, particularly in northern Eu- 
rope, where artists such as Albrecht 
Diirer created works whose intent 
was more decorative than practical 
but that were nonetheless notable 
for their attention to realistic detail. 

The "golden age" of botanical art 
spanned approximately 1740-1840, 
when it was fostered by the great 
period of exploration and discovery. 
This era saw the development of sci- 
entific botany and an interest in find- 
ing new species. Botanists and natu- 
ralists often worked closely with artists Elia T. Ben-Ari 
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who could provide accurate 
and detailed studies of plants 
in the field and specimens 
brought back from faraway 
lands. During this same pe- 
riod, a popular pursuit among 
wealthy amateur horticultur- 
ists in Europe was the cultiva- 
tion of exotic plants, notably 
tulips, in their gardens and 
greenhouses. And these rich 
plant collectors, too, employed 
artists to accurately record 
their treasured specimens. 

After the mid-1800s, the 
overall quality of botanical art 
declined and its popularity in 
some places (particularly the 
United States) diminished 
greatly. The reasons are varied 
but may include the decline in 
natural history as science be- 
came professionalized. The de- 
velopment of photography has 
been suggested as partially re- 
sponsible for the wane of bo- 
tanical art, but photographs 
are in fact seldom an adequate 
substitute for botanical illus- 
trations. "You can never get 
all the information about a plant in 
a photograph, because something's 
always out of focus or in a shadow, 
[whereas] in a botanical [illustra- 
tion] you can bring everything into 
perfect focus," Meyer says. "You 
can also show something of the en- 
tire life cycle of a plant," she notes- 
a practice seen especially in scientific 
illustrations of plants. 

Beginning in the 1970s, botanical 
art experienced a resurgence that 
continues today. Collectors not only 
covet the works of golden-age mas- 
ters, such as Pierre-Joseph Redoute 
and Georg Dionysius Ehret, but also 
are patrons of contemporary botani- 
cal artists. Modern-day plant collec- 
tors, too-particularly orchid grow- 
ers-like to have paintings made of 
their prize specimens. This renewed 
interest is leading to a rise in the 
popularity of botanical art and illus- 
tration as both vocation and avoca- 
tion, and programs that teach this 
art form are adding classes and 

scrambling to find more instructors. 
Why the current renaissance of 

botanical art? Meyer cites the in- 
creased popularity of gardening and 
a renewed interest in the environ- 
ment. "People are more and more 
interested in or missing some kind of 
a connection with the natural world, 
and there's tremendous appeal to 
collecting [the type of] art that brings 
that to them," she says. James White, 
curator of art at the Hunt Institute 
for Botanical Documentation, at 
Carnegie Mellon University, sees the 
trend as "a return to basics" in the 
face of an increasingly technological 
culture. Admirers of botanical art, 
he says, are drawn by a desire to 
behold the beauty and awe of nature. 

Form follows function 
Throughout the history of botanical 
art, the intended purpose of an im- 
age has in large part dictated how it 
is made and exactly what it portrays. 

In 1965, Lyman B. Smith, a bota- 
nist at the Smithsonian Institu- 
tion, bought 20 of Margaret Mee's 
paintings for the Smithsonian- 
including this gouache painting 
of Aechmea fosteriana. These and 
other paintings by Mee were pub- 
lished in The Bromeliads (A. S. 
Barnes and Company, 1969), with 
accompanying text by Smith. Il- 
lustration courtesy of the Smith- 
sonian Institution. 

An illustration for a scientific 
article or book, for example, is 
likely to be more detailed than 
one for a gardening magazine. 

Botanists use botanical il- 
lustrations in floras (books that 
describe all the plants of a par- 
ticular country or region), in 
monographs about taxonomic 
groups, and in journal articles 
describing newly discovered 
plant species. The illustrations 
appear together with detailed 
descriptions ("treatments") of 
the plant written by the bota- 
nist. "If the illustrations work 
well, they will complement the 
writing" and clarify details that 

are difficult to describe in words, 
says Yevonn Wilson-Ramsey, a bo- 
tanical illustrator at the Missouri 
Botanical Garden who is working on 
the Flora of North America project 
(see box page 604). 

The scientific illustrations of 
plants that accompany scholarly 
works have a clear purpose, and al- 
though there are variations in style 
among artists, all scientific illustra- 
tions of plants must follow certain 
conventions so that botanists can 
easily interpret the images. One con- 
vention is the general format for the 
illustrations. Scientific illustrators 
usually begin by depicting the over- 
all "habit" of the plant-a life-sized 
view of the entire plant, often with 
the roots. If the habit is too large to 
fit on the page, the illustrator may 
show just a flowering branch or re- 
duce the habit to a small inset on the 
page. The artist then moves to more 
detailed drawings of various parts of 
the plant, such as the flowers, fruit, 
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Botanical 
illustration online 

Botanists 
can now find bo- 

tanical illustrations and de- 
scriptions online that may be 
useful in their work. 

* The Flora of North America 
(FNA) project is an effort by US 
and Canadian botanists to pro- 
vide information about the ap- 
proximately 21,000 species of 
plants in North America north 
of Mexico that grow outside of 
gardens and farms. One-third of 
the species described in FNA 
will be illustrated, according to 
Yevonn Wilson-Ramsey, of the 
Missouri Botanical Garden, an 
illustrator and illustrations co- 
ordinator for the project. The 
taxonomic treatments and illus- 
trations being produced for FNA 
are being published electroni- 
cally on the Web at www.fna.org 
and as 30 printed volumes by 
Oxford University Press (three 
volumes have already been pub- 
lished and four are online). 
* The Smithsonian Catalog of 
Botanical Illustrations, a data- 
base describing several thou- 
sand scientific illustrations be- 
longing to the Smithsonian 
Institution, is maintained by 
Alice Tangerini, staff illustra- 
tor for the Smithsonian's De- 
partment of Botany and cura- 
tor of the collection. Selections 
from the collection, some of 
which date back to 1830, are 
being put online by Ellen Farr 
and Laurence Dorr, also of the 
botany department, with the 
help of volunteers. Approxi- 
mately 500 illustrations from 
the collection, which is orga- 
nized by plant family and now 
searchable by generic name, are 
available at www.nmnh.si.edu/ 
botart/. 

/a 

This pen-and-ink drawing of Stromanthe stromanthoides, a plant in the family 
Marantaceae, is one of a series of scientific illustrations that will appear in a classifica- 
tion and treatise of the genera of the Zingiberanae superorder being written by John 
Kress, chairman of the botany department at the National Museum of Natural History 
(NMNH). Drawing by Alice Tangerini, Department of Botany, NMNH, Smithsonian 
Institution. 

and seeds, often including cutaways, 
dissections, and magnifications of 
some of these structures. All of these 
views of the plant are then combined 
on a single page or plate. 

Scientific botanical illustrators 
follow other conventions as well. 
"One of the main conventions is [the] 
light source," Tangerini says. "It's 
always from the upper left-at least 

in the Western Hemisphere," she 
says, noting that she has seen botani- 
cal drawings from India in which the 
light source was from the upper right. 
Scientific illustrations are most of- 
ten done in black and white, usually 
with pen and ink or brush and ink. 
Half-tone drawings, which are more 
costly to print, may be used to give a 
better indication of mass and color. 
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Scientific illustrators rarely use 
color, mainly because of the 
economics of printing, but also 
because adding color may ob- 
scure the essential "characters" 
of the plant, such as the pattern 
of veins in the leaves or the way 
in which the stamens are at- 
tached in the flower. 

Another convention has to 
do with when and how to drop 
out lines or show a break in 
the drawing. For example, if 
the artist decides not to show 
a particular leaf, she must in- 
dicate the omission in some 
way, such as by sketching in 
the base of the leaf. The 
amount of shading in scien- 
tific illustrations is kept to a 
relative minimum so as not to 
obscure the characters of the 
plant, although just how much 
shading constitutes too much 
or too little, Tangerini says, is 
a matter of artistic judgment. 

Other aspects of scientific 
botanical illustration also fall 
into the realm of individual 
artistic judgment and style. Al- 
though illustrators who draw for 
botanists must depict their subjects 
from a scientific viewpoint, they nev- 
ertheless "have to lay things out so 
that they look balanced, so that they 
will catch the eye of the audience," 
Tangerini says. The picture "has to 
have some sort of aesthetic appeal or 
people don't really look at [it]." 

Botanical art that does not fall 
into the category of technical scien- 
tific illustration also tends to follow 
certain traditional conventions. 
Sometimes the artist will include 
small views of individual parts of the 
plant, such as the flower or fruit, 
similar to the representations in more 
technical illustrations. One of the 
most common traditions in botani- 
cal art is that the subject is shown at 
eye level and isolated on a blank 
background-almost as if it were 
floating in space-to focus attention 
on the plant. 

However, some modern-day bo- 
tanical artists are more likely to de- 

pict the plant in its natural surround- 
ings and may even portray a group of 
plants in a particular setting. In her 
later paintings from the Amazon, 
Mee often portrayed a plant within 
its jungle habitat to emphasize the 
plant's dependence on its environ- 
ment. Plants are also more likely to 
be pictured in their natural environs 
in field guides, which became popu- 
lar in the nineteenth century with the 
rise of the amateur naturalist. 

The most commonly used medium 
for botanical artworks that are not 
intended for use in scientific publica- 
tions is watercolor, in part because 
the paint dries quickly, but also be- 
cause, as Meyer explains, "you can 
get a wonderful luminosity using 
glazes of watercolor...because the 
white paper reflects light through 
the pigments and illuminates the 
color from behind." But beautiful 
botanical paintings and illustrations 
are also made using gouache, pencil, 
acrylic and oil paints, and even wood- 

Some botanical artworks include 
representations of a plant's polli- 
nators as well as the plant itself. 
This colored pencil and gouache 
painting of a butterfly with orchids 
was made by Mindy Lighthipe, of 
the New York Botanical Garden, 
on a visit to a wildlife sanctuary on 
the Caribbean coast of Costa Rica. 
Since 1990, Lighthipe has been do- 
nating illustrations to the sanctu- 
ary, Aviarios del Caribe, for use in 
educational displays. 

cuts. And, as in the case of 
scientific illustrations of plants, 
realism, attention to detail, and 
clarity (the "readability" of the 
subject) are important in bo- 
tanical art created primarily 
for aesthetic purposes. 

Is it live, or...? 
The plants drawn and painted 
by botanical artists may be live 
plants in their natural habitat, 
such as Mee depicted, or plants 
growing in a greenhouse or 
brought into the artist's stu- 
dio. In the case of scientific 

illustrations, the subject is often a 
herbarium specimen-a plant that 
was collected and pressed dry be- 
tween sheets of paper in a centuries- 
old process that preserves the speci- 
men but leaves it flat and relatively 
colorless. A moderately practiced eye 
can usually tell whether an illustra- 
tion was made from a live plant or 
from a herbarium specimen. 

Drawing from a herbarium speci- 
men presents a unique challenge. 
"You have to reconstruct the plant 
as though it [were] alive again," 
Tangerini explains. Some of this abil- 
ity comes with experience, she says, 
but artists also often refer to photo- 
graphs of the plant if they are avail- 
able or to published descriptions of 
the plant or a very similar species. In 
some cases, the botanist can describe 
to the artist what the plant looked 
like in the field. However, Tangerini 
notes, "in some cases we have no 
records at all, because some of the 
samples that we have [in the museum's 
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This gouache and wa- 
tercolor painting of 
Langsdorffia hypo- 
gaea-a parasitic plant 
that grows on the roots 
of other plants-was 
drawn in 1985 in the 
mountain forest of 
Caitite by Rosilia De- 
monte, a botanical art- 
ist from Brazil. She is 
one of several members 
of the Demonte family 
who use their drawings 
of birds and plants of 
the Brazilian rain forest 
to educate the public 
and help save Brazil's 
natural resources. Illus- 
tration courtesy of Hunt 
Institute for Botanical 
Documentation, Car- 
negie Mellon Univer- 
sity, Pittsburgh, PA. 

herbarium] date back 
to the 1700s or early 
1800s." 

When working 
from herbarium 
specimens, botanical 
illustrators some- 
times reconstitute 
parts of the dried 
plant by heating them to near boiling 
for a short time in a special solution 
of water, alcohol, and a wetting 
agent. With rare or precious speci- 
mens, however, the artist may only 
be able to reconstitute small parts of 
the plant, such as the flowers. The 
illustrator is also likely to dissect 
parts of the plant, such as the flowers 
and seeds-sometimes under the mi- 
croscope-so she can draw the dis- 
sected and magnified views required 
in most scientific botanical treatises. 

When creating less technical 
works, botanical artists are much 
more likely to draw plants from life. 
But painting plants in the field has its 
own challenges. "It's very difficult in 
the field to use watercolor," says MJ 
(Mary Jane) Spring, a scientific illus- 
trator at the University of Connecti- 
cut. The great outdoors "conspires 
against you [with] dew, rain, bugs, 
anything else you can think of," she 

says. Wind, dirt, and sunlight can 
add to the difficulties. So most art- 
ists make sketches and take notes in 
the field, perhaps photograph the 
plant, and make color-matching 
notes-for example, with a small box 
of watercolors that they carry with 
them-but create the final painting 
in the studio. 

Portrait of the artist 
Whatever the subject or intent of 
their work, successful botanical art- 
ists must possess certain qualities. 
"The first," says John Kress, chair- 
man of the department of botany at 
NMNH, "is an eye to be able to 
recognize botanical detail in plants.... 
You can always tell from a paint- 
ing-whether it's for aesthetic rea- 
sons or it's for scientific reasons- 
who has looked at the plant and who 
hasn't.... Things like venation ofleaves, 

orientation of anthers-people who 
don't know about plants often miss 
those sorts of things." The other 
basic but critical characteristic of a 
good botanical artist is the ability to 
create the illusion of three dimen- 
sions on a flat page. 

Scientific illustrators usually be- 
gin by consulting with the botanist 
to find out what morphological de- 
tails need to be drawn and to get 
more information about their sub- 
ject. The illustrator may also read 
descriptions of the plants. "I have to 
read about the plants-I have to 
understand them before I even start 
[drawing]," Tangerini says. Illustra- 
tors must also make sure that the 
specimen they are drawing is typical 
of that species. "All I'm doing is 
acting as the hand and the eye of the 
researcher," says Spring. "You must 
never render anything that you're 
not absolutely sure is a really good 
prototype of this plant," she says, 
noting that the growth of a particu- 
lar specimen might have been stunted 
or that, unbeknownst to the artist, 
an insect may have bitten off all or 
part of a leaf. Drawing a representa- 
tive sample of a plant is critical be- 
cause the illustration may be used by 
other botanists to identify that spe- 
cies in the field or among collected 
specimens, or to differentiate that 
plant from related species. 

Yet another important character- 
istic of a botanical artist was de- 
scribed by Wilfrid Blunt and Will- 
iam T. Stearn in The Art of Botanical 
Illustration, considered the seminal 
book on this subject. "A great bo- 
tanical artist must have a passion for 
flowers," they wrote. "You can set a 
good architectural draughtsman to 
draw a flower.... But unless he loves 
what he is drawing, unless he knows 
the flower in all its moods, in all the 
stages of its development, there will 
be something lacking in his work." 
Meyer agrees, noting that "there's 
something so compelling about build- 
ing a relationship with a plant. When 
you draw and paint a particular plant, 
you spend so much time observing, 
and observing it very closely, in a 
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way that very few people do on a 
daily basis, that something very spe- 
cial happens." 

Botanical artists and illustrators 
have a diverse range of backgrounds 
and training. They may enter the 
field from fine art, graphic design, 
horticulture, landscape design, 
botany, or general biology. Some are 
graduates of one of a small number 
of certificate programs in botanical 
art and illustration, whereas others 
are self-taught. Many botanical art- 
ists learn their craft in part by study- 
ing examples created by other art- 
ists-both contemporary artists and 
the great masters of the past. 

Most botanical artists and illus- 
trators say that some knowledge of 
botany is helpful in their work, al- 
though many pick up this knowledge 
on the job. Kress says that formal 
training in botany is not essential for 
being a great botanical illustrator. "I 
see the important thing as the ability 
to observe, and if one can observe 
and reproduce accurately, that is as 
important as any class or formal 
education in botany," he says. 

The power of botanical art 

Through their work, botanical illus- 
trators can fulfill many roles-ex- 
plorer, discoverer, educator, scien- 
tific collaborator, creator of beautiful 
things. In the twentieth century, Mee 
probably best exemplified these roles. 
She discovered and documented new 
species in her explorations of the 
Amazon, created stunning art works, 
and, through both her art and public 
appearances, became an advocate for 
Amazonia's preservation. (She died 
in a car accident in November 1988.) 

Few botanical artists today ac- 
company botanists on voyages of 
discovery as they did in the eight- 
eenth and nineteenth centuries, and 
few are explorers in quite the sense 
that Mee was. Nevertheless, con- 
temporary botanical artists may 
travel to exotic places-or roam 
through national parks and forests, or 
through their local woods and mead- 
ows-recording the plant life that they 

Places to see botanical art 
in the United States 

* "Margaret Mee: Return to the Amazon," is organized by the Royal 
Botanic Gardens at Kew, England. The final stop for the exhibit is the 
National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution, in 
Washington, DC, where Mee's paintings, along with some of her 
sketchbooks and diaries, are on display through 20 August 1999. 
* "Art in Science" is a juried exhibit of botanical illustration sponsored 
by the American Society of Botanical Artists and the Guild of Natural 
Science Illustrators. The winning entries will be on display at the 
Missouri Botanical Garden in St. Louis from 15 July to 16 August 
1999, in conjunction with the XVI International Botanical Congress. 
* The art department at the Hunt Institute for Botanical Documenta- 
tion, a research division of Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania, has one of the world's largest collections of botanical art 
and illustration. Established in 1961, the Institute was originally 
named the Rachel McMasters Miller Hunt Botanical Library in honor 
of its founder, who had privately collected botanical literature, art, and 
archival materials. A visit to this collection has been described by one 
botanical artist as "like going to see the crown jewels." The Web site 
is huntbot.andrew.cmu.edul. 

observe and creating art works that 
help educate the public about nature's 
diversity and fragility. 

Lighthipe is one artist who up- 
holds the traditions of exploration 
and education through her work. 
She first traveled to Costa Rica on a 
1990 vacation and spent time draw- 
ing the plant and animal life at 
Aviarios del Caribe, a private wild- 
life sanctuary and rehabilitation cen- 
ter to which she has since been do- 
nating illustrations for use in 
educational displays. Nowadays, on 
breaks from her work at New York 
Botanical Garden, Lighthipe teaches 
botanical and wildlife illustration to 
participants in a workshop and tour 
that includes stops at Aviarios and 
other sites in Costa Rica. This and 
other art tours are organized by 
Margie Labadie, an artist and 
founder of an ecotourism outfit called 
Steppingstone Tours, who encour- 
ages artists to donate copies of their 
work to the countries they visit. 

In Brazil, several members of the 
Demonte family are carrying on 
Mee's tradition by drawing the birds 

and plants of the rain forest and 
using their art "to educate the public 
and save Brazil's natural history re- 
sources," White says. The Hunt In- 
stitute gave the Demontes their first 
North American exhibition in 1985. 
This fall the institute will feature an 
exhibit by an Indian artist, Arundhati 
Vartak, who draws common trees of 
India. "She's very much interested...in 
getting the public to appreciate the 
tree as a thing of beauty and as a 
useful tree-a shade tree, or a fruit- 
bearing tree, or a tree that's home to 
birds or small mammals," White says. 

Botanical art can even serve as the 
impetus for scientific discovery, 
rather than simply illustrating the 
discoveries made by botanists. Mee's 
work was so accurate in its detail 
that it helped Kress identify a new 
variety of Heliconia and track it down 
in the wild. Mee had discovered and 
painted the plant, a yellow chartacea, 
on the Vaupes River in Brazil, and 
named it Heliconia vaupensis, but 
she never published that name and 
her discovery in an official botanical 
forum. 
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Resources on botanical art 
and illustration 

pw2.netcom.com/~roses/gnsilindex.html. Many botanical illustrators 
are members of the Guild of Natural Science Illustrators, an international 
professional society founded in 1968 by a group of illustrators at the 
National Museum of Natural History, that helps members connect with 
one another, fosters developments in the profession, and sets professional 
standards. 

huntbot.andrew.cmu.edu/ASBA/ASBotArtists.html. The American Soci- 
ety of Botanical Artists, founded in 1995, is dedicated to promoting public 
awareness of botanical art and to encouraging its development. 

Additional reading: 
Wilfrid Blunt and William T. Stearn, The Art of Botanical Illustration. 
1994 edition, Antique Collector's Club Ltd., Woodbridge, Suffolk, 
England. 
Gill Sanders, Picturing Plants: An Analytical History ofBotanical Illustra- 
tion. 1995, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles. 

Kress initially thought that the plant, 
which he first saw in a photograph, 
was simply a yellow-flowering version 
of Heliconia chartacea, whose hang- 
ing clusters of flowers are typically 
pink. But after seeing Mee's paint- 
ing, along with a single specimen 
collected in the Amazonas region of 
Venezuela by Paul Berry, of the Mis- 
souri Botanical Garden, Kress con- 
cluded that the plant was in fact a 
distinct species or variety. Kress and 
several colleagues eventually tracked 
down the plant in a remote area near 
the headwaters of the Orinoco River 
in Amazonian Venezuela. Kress then 
published the official description of 
this new variety of Heliconia in a 
Venezuelan botanical journal, offi- 
cially naming it H. chartacea var. 
meeana in honor of Mee's contribu- 
tions to Amazonian botany. 

A botanical illustration even 
played a role in the development of 
the birth control pill. Russell Marker, 

a Penn State chemist whose research 
led to a new and inexpensive process 
for making synthetic progesterone- 
a key component of the first pill- 
visited two retired botanists in Texas 
during his search for a cheap and 
plentiful source of raw material for 
producing steroid hormones. At the 
home of one botanist, he noticed a 
drawing in a botany book of a large 
species of Dioscorea, a type of Mexi- 
can wild yam (known by natives as 
cabeza de negro). On the basis of his 
earlier research, Marker realized that 
the plant, whose roots can weigh up 
to 100 kilograms, was a likely source 
of large quantities of diosgenin, a 
compound that could be used as the 
starting material for synthesizing ste- 
roid hormones. With information he 
found in the botany book, Marker 
ultimately tracked down a source of 
the plants in Mexico and used them 
for his work. 

Smaller-scale discoveries can also 

occur when a botanist works with a 
botanical illustrator, as both bota- 
nists and artists confirm. "The artist 
has sometimes...called attention to 
details [of the plant's structure that] 
the scientist has missed, because the 
artist has to sit there measuring and 
dissecting and outlining every single 
part of this plant," White says. 
Tangerini describes what many bo- 
tanical illustrators have experienced: 
"A botanist already has a precon- 
ceived idea of what they're looking 
at, because they've looked at thou- 
sands [of similar specimens]. I was 
looking at it with a new set of eyes. 
I had no preconceptions, so I was 
drawing exactly what I saw, and in 
some cases I saw things that the 
botanist had missed." 

Botanical art springs eternal 
The botanical illustrator's ability to 
closely observe and clearly record 
detail is a key factor in ensuring the 
continued survival of this art form. 
"A camera can't do this work, but an 
illustrator can, and in that sense what 
I'm doing hasn't changed since 
Albrecht Diirer's time," Spring says. 
"I'm still looking at the object, and, by 
creating an illusion on the paper of 
what I'm seeing, I'm showing exactly 
what the researcher wants to see." 

Although botanists and artists no 
longer go on voyages of discovery on 
the grand scale of explorers such as 
Captain Cook or Lewis and Clark, 
the search for new species continues. 
This quest, along with the general 
public's renewed appreciation of the 
natural world, would seem to guar- 
antee the continued popularity of 
botanical art and the need for tal- 
ented practitioners of this art. "Until 
we describe the last species of plant 
and animal on the planet," Kress 
says, "I don't see [botanical artists'] 
importance being diminished." 0 
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